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Leveling Up
Earn CE certificates
via many of these
free and low-cost
webinars, courses, and
seminars. All webinars
are recorded and can be
seen at a later date. See
altshift.education/events,
edWeb.net, EduPaths.
org, Kent County ISDs
PD Hub, CECatalog, and
ADDitudemag.com for
additional instruction.
•

Digital Curriculum
Development: The
Missing Time-Saving
Link, Mon., Nov. 4, at
Cont. on page 2

Using classroom techniques and
digital portfolios to improve student
mental health and self-esteem
Cari Wilson, Innovation and Technology Lead
Teacher for West Vancouver School District in Ontario,
works with children for whom coming to school is an
act of courage, and/or for whom school is the only safe
place in their lives, where they are fed and can relax.
Wilson is well aware that students now experience
heightened levels of anxiety compared with 10 to 15
years ago, and suicide is now the second leading cause
of death for children aged 10 to 24. So she has a
Cari Wilson

Please see Digital portfolios on page 7

Tools to prevent student suicide,
bullying, and violence

School safety is a topic on everyone’s minds these days, what with school
shootings and the fact that suicide is now the second leading cause of death
for 10- to 24-year-olds. Thankfully, there are tools to help in a variety of ways.
Teaching Tolerance, found
at tolerance.org, and a product
of the Southern Poverty Law
Center, provides free resources
for K-12 educators, and
emphasizes social justice and
anti-bias, on topics related to race & ethnicity, religion, ability, social class,
immigration, gender & sexual identity, bullying & bias, and rights & activism.
The anti-bias approach “encourages children and young people to challenge
prejudice and learn how to be agents of change in their own lives.” The
materials have won two Oscars, an Emmy and scores of other honors. In
Please see Tools against violence on page 9
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Leveling Up, continued from page 1

•

PBIS and Middle School: Reversing the
Engagement Decline, Mon., Nov. 18 at 6 p.m.
EST on edWeb.net.

5 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.
•

Perspectives on Educator Ethics: Navigating
Social Media, Tues., Nov. 5, at 4 p.m. EST on
edWeb.net.

•

•

Teacher Retention: A Camp for New Special Ed
Teachers, Tues., Nov. 5 at 5 p.m. EST on edWeb.
net.

Engineering Learning Opportunities in the
Math Classroom, Tues., Nov. 19 at 6 p.m. EST
on edWeb.net.

•

•

Using Technology as an Instructional
Resource to Investigate Phenomena, Tues.,
Nov, 5, at 6 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

Engaging Students in Science Practices and
Moon Phenomena with Digital Media, Tues.,
Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Breaking Bold: Igniting a Love for Learning,
Wed., Nov. 20 at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Going Beyond the ABC Song: Music That
Naturally Supports Children’s Language
Development, Wed., Nov. 6 at 3 p.m. EST on
edWeb.net

•

•

How Digital Stressors Impact Student
Learning, Wed., Nov. 6, at 5 p.m. EST on edWeb.
net.

Reducing Challenging Behaviors in Students
with Autism: Merging Visual Language and
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), Thurs., Nov.
21 at 3 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

•

Earning STEAM Learning with LEGO
Education: All Aboard the Coding Express,
Thurs., Nov. 7, at 2 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

Engaging Students in Science Practices and
Moon Phenomena with Digital Media, Tues.,
Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Guiding Students’ Early Learning Journeys,
Thurs., Nov. 21 at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Planning the Transition to Employment: Tips,
Tools, and Strategies, Thurs., Nov. 7, at 3 p.m.
EDT on edWeb.net.

•

Creating Equitable Access for Students with
Reading Deficits: Using Literature as a Vessel,
Thurs., Nov. 21 at 5 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Better Together: Integrating Social-Emotional
Learning into Your Academic Instruction,
Thurs., Nov. 7, at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Leveraging Free Digital Tools for Authentic
Assessment, Mon., Nov. 25 at 5 p.m. EST on
edWeb.net.

•

Beyond the Red Pen: Providing Feedback that
Deepens Learning, Mon., Nov. 11, at 4 p.m. EST
on edWeb.net.

•

Voice Devices and Beyond in the Classroom,
Tues., Nov. 12, at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

How Districts Can Use Technology to Support
Student Health and Safety, Wed., Nov. 13, at 3
p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Keys to Success for Digital Natives, Wed., Nov.
13, at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Minding the Gap: Are You Providing Equitable
Access in Reading?, Thurs., Nov. 14 at 5 p.m.
EST on edWeb.net.

•

Measuring What Matters Most for All Learners,
Mon., Nov. 18 at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

About Special Ed Tech / Subscriptions
Special Ed Tech, specialedtech.net, is published
monthly from fall through spring by Aspiring
Games Foundation, aspiringgames.org.
To subscribe, go to specialedtech.net, scroll
to the subscription box on the bottom of the
page, insert your e-mail address, and click the
“Subscribe” button.
We welcome your questions and article
suggestions. Direct all queries and subscription
issues to editor Becky Palmer-Scott at
SpecialEdTechEditor@gmail.com.
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CommonLit
CommonLit is “a nonprofit education technology
organization dedicated to ensuring that all students,
especially students in Title I schools, graduate with
the reading, writing, communication, and problemsolving skills they need to be successful in college and
beyond.”
Free to use and designed by teachers for teachers,
CommonLit.org offers hundreds of fiction and
nonfiction reading passages for students in grades
3 through 12. Many of the texts are available in
Spanish. You can browse passages by book title, genre, literary device, or theme.
Every passage includes three different question sets -- some have related videos
-- and you can download the texts and questions as PDF files.
You can digitally assign reading passages and questions to students. Online
reading comes with helpful features such as guided reading mode, useful for
struggling readers, which includes a read-aloud feature, translated text, and
highlighted words and phrases.
Once students start responding to questions online, teachers can immediately
see the results. After students have completed the assignment, a detailed
data report is available to identify skills to review and students who need extra
support. Cumulative data reports are also available as multiple assignments are
completed.
To sign up for a free account, go to commonlit.org.

Widget Online

Widget Online (widgetonline.com) is an amazing tool for communicating with
students who would benefit from viewing pictures, such as ELL students and
students on the spectrum. When you type a word, Widget Online automatically
translates that word into a symbol which appears above it. If desired, you can
replace a default symbol with one of your own.
A text-to-speech feature reads any text written, and
Widget Online also uses the built-in speech recognition
feature of your web browser to allow users to speak to write.
In addition to a regular document format, Widget Online
provides templates for flashcards, timetables/planners,
labels, and certificates, and offers a button to print to PDF.
These features are free.
Widget Online also offers a Dual Language Feature Pack
add-on which translates the text into one of 80 languages,
and displays two languages at once. The price for this
ranges anywhere from $22 to $475, depending upon whether
it is for an individual user or a large school. Other add-ons
include a free iPad app, pre-made flashcards for home and
school vocabulary, seasonal activities, support for spelling, and a choices-andplanning toolkit to encourage self-advocacy.
Link to page 1
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What’s News
Newsela
For good or for bad, now is an incredibly interesting and important time to
follow the news. What with fake news stories and slanted reporting, it’s crucial
that the news we read and give to our young people is reliable and that they
understand it.
Newsela is the
solution. It presents
factual, objective
news stories that
can be translted into
a range of reading
levels, and that come
with standardsaligned quizzes,
writing prompts, and
other activities. You
can assign these
stories to students or
let students browse
the site at will. By
default, the site features stories most likely to appeal to young people, but it’s
easy to search on any topic desired.
Many of the stories are free; a paid subscription unlocks all the stories and
advanced site features.

Insert Learning
Insert Learning is a Chrome extension that allows teachers to turn any web
page into an interactive lesson that can be assigned to students. On the web
page you can insert sticky notes (which can contain images and links to other
sites), questions, and class discussions.
Insert Learning also provides a public library of lessons that other teachers
have created, which
you can use for your
own students. To guide
in lesson design, Insert
Learning provides
several lesson templates
with instructions for the
students, along with
suggested questions for
guided reading.

Link to page 1
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GoNoodle
Studies show that when students are allowed frequent breaks for physical
activity, there is a marked decrease in classroom disciplinary events, and
students perform much better in topics such as math.
GoNoodle, (gonoodle.com) is a free website for families and Pre-K to 8th-grade
classrooms which offers videos that lead kids in brief bursts of physical exercise.
Most are music videos, 2 to 3 minutes long, which show how to do a dance. The
site doesn’t have ads, the production value is good, and there are hundreds of
videos to choose from.

Link to page 1
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Math aids for students with dyslexia
and dysgraphia
ModMath
ModMath is the first
free iPad app that helps
kids with dyslexia and
dysgraphia do math by
providing virtual graph
paper that keeps problems
legible. To create a
worksheet, kids simply tap
in a cell of the graph paper.
As kids enter equations,
the program aligns
numbers and symbols
in neat columns and
rows. Kids can save their
worksheets, and print to
PDF to share or print.

EquatIO
Free to use for teachers, EquatIO is another tool to help write equations
online. It includes speech-to-math and math-to-speech features, transforms
handwriting into text, and predicts what expression you’re trying to write. Once
the equation is written, you can add it to a Microsoft or Google document
with a single click. EquatIO also can collect data, prompt to balance chemical
equations, provide math manipulatives, and has a variety of other features.
EquatIO is available on Windows, Mac, Chrome or WebApp.

Link to page 1
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Digital portfolios, continued from page 1

Cari uses a Hoberman sphere to
illustrate breathing slowly in
and out as a calming exercise

Communication
with parents,
particularly regarding
assignments, is key
to building a safety
net for kids.

variety of strategies for making her classroom a safety net for students, from
simple classroom management techniques to a digital portfolio system which
encourages student self-reflection and contact with parents.
Wilson described these strategies in the edWeb.net Webinar, Mental Health
and Self-Esteem through Digital Portfolios.
The classroom techniques she advocates are simple, yet powerful. She
plays calming music when students arrive. Every school day she has at least two
moments of one-on-one contact with each student, calling each by name when
they arrive, and saying good-bye to each with a fist-bump or elbow-bump. The
name of each student is on the wall in the classroom and Wilson encourages
students to help decorate the class.
She gives the class frequent physical activity breaks, such as dancing to
a silly video or running a lap around the playground, which she calls “super
important to help kids self-regulate.” When a student gets agitated, she uses a
Hoberman sphere (which expands and contracts) to illustrate taking slow, deep
breaths in order to calm down.
Wilson has a predictable schedule each day, but occasionally permits some
flexibility and explains to students that schedules can change and it’s OK. She
makes sure to be fully mentally present when in class (not thinking of home life
or paying bills, etc.) so she can really listen to students and take in what they are
saying.
Getting to know each child is key, says Wilson. One exercise which helps
with this is a yarn web. (See example video here.) Wilson sits in a circle with the
students and has a large ball of yarn. She says something about herself such
as “I have a dog,” and asks the students with dogs to raise their hands. Winding
an end of the yarn around her finger, she tosses the yarn ball to a student with a
hand raised and that student winds the yarn around their finger. The student then
says something about him- or herself, and passing the yarn to another student
who identifies with that, and so on.
Wilson also says that communication with parents, particularly regarding
assignments, is key to building a safety net for kids. To facilitate this she uses
FreshGrade, which is free to use and can be found at www.freshgrade.com.
FreshGrade is different from Google Suite in that it permits comments from
parents and other staff members, thus permitting communication between home
and school. It also encourages self-reflection from students, including describing
their goals and their thoughts about assignments and how they did.
For students who cannot yet read or write, Wilson advises using having
students use emojis to express their emotions about an assignment. She also
suggests videotaping the student to record their thoughts, perhaps one or two a
day, then uploading it into FreshGrade. On iPhones, Apple Clips works well for
this. (Wilson suggests using an old cell phone for these videos, if you have one.)
Videos can also be created with iPads, if you have them, and it’s easy enough
so that even first-graders are able to learn to record themselves discussing what
they are thinking.
In the webinar, Wilson cited several instances in which using a digital portfolio
Please see Digital portfolios on next page
Link to page 1
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Digital portfolios continued from previous page
increased the student’s self-esteem. One boy was new to the school and was
being bullied by other students. Teachers and staff used the digital portfolio
system to give him encouraging comments, which he could refer back to at any
time. Eventually he was able to make friends and did much better in school.
Another student had high-achieving parents who were often away on
business. The student appeared to concentrate more on her appearance than
schoolwork. Through the digital portfolio system, the parents informed the
teacher that the student was discouraged because she felt she worked hard in
school but wasn’t doing well. After a conference with the parent and student, the
teacher used the digital portfolio system to provide constructive feedback so the
student could improve her work.
Wilson uses FreshGrade with about 60 students and, with the formative
assessment it provides, finds that it is not onerous because it cuts down on time
grading papers, She uses it to send out videotaped instruction to the class as a
whole, so parents can see who she is.
If you have questions about using FreshGrade, you can contact Wilson at
cwilson@wvschools.ca or follow her Twitter account at @kayakcari. You can
also find out more about FreshGrade through following the @FreshGrade Twitter
account.

Link to page 1
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Tools against violence, continued from page 1
addition to classroom resources, the site offers professional development tools
such as workshops, webinars, and facilitator guides, and you can use the site to
create and save a learning plan.
Several tools are available to alert school staff and law enforcement
authorities of possible incidents of violence or suicide.
Gaggle software (www.gaggle.net) works with Google Suite for Education and
Microsoft Office 365 to automatically monitor student files, email, attachments,
and website links for references to drug and alcohol abuse, sexual abuse,
violence, self-harm, hate speech, pornography, and more, and alert school
authorities of the same. According to Gaggle’s website, Gaggle does not monitor
social media, but if the student uses a school email address to create a social
media account, and the social media account flags the student’s post, this flag
will be captured by Gaggle. The cost of Gaggle depends on how many students
will be using it.
Enabling students to report concerns without fear of reprisal is very
powerful. The Anonymous Safety and Bullying Reporting system is a helpful app
for this, and is free to use for school districts. The tips go to school administrators
or counselors.
There are also several websites which capture anonymous tips:
•

SaySomething.net is a youth violence prevention program from Sandy
Hook Promise (SHP) a national, nonprofit organization.

•

WeTip Anonymous Crime Reporting Hotline (wetip.com) provides
intelligence and information to local, state, federal and international law
enforcement agencies relating to criminal activity obtained from an online
and telephone crime reporting hotline. It includes an anonymous tip line
for schools and education at wetip.com/anonymous-school-tip-line/.

•

OK2Say (www.michigan.gov/ok2say/ ) is available for public and private
schools in Michigan. Specially trained technicians receive the tips and
filter the information to the appropriate agency to provide a timely and
effective response. Schools are encouraged to biannually update the
school official’s emergency after-hours contact information; complete an
Outcome Report for each tip the school receives; order free promotional
material, and sign up for the OK2SAY newsletter and download the app.
Safe2Say Something (safe2saypa.org) is is a youth violence prevention
program run by the Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General. The program
teaches youth and adults how to recognize warning signs and signals,
especially within social media, from individuals who may be a threat to
themselves or others and to “say something” BEFORE it is too late. With
Safe2Say Something, it’s easy and confidential to report safety concerns
to help prevent violence and tragedies.

•

While anonymous tip lines are a powerful tool for preventing tragedy,
students should be taught that false reports to police, particularly false 911 calls,
are dangerous for all. “Swatting,” the high-stakes prank of making a false police
report with the intention of luring law enforcement to someone’s residence, can
lead to the death of people at the residence, and to prison time for the person
filing the false report, as described in this news article.
Link to page 1

